More Dust Storms On Mars
There’s a terrifying genetic secret kept in a long
abandoned dark and wet underground Soviet Union
lab. Now, an elite team is about knock on their door
to find out what the-now-dead scientists secretly
did down there.
The above sounds like a SCI FI movie sequel that
someone is trying to get funded. But this project,
#MoreDustStormsOnMars, is diverse projects using
only a 3D printer…and that’s not science fiction.

Who The Projects Will Benefit?

Too small to see or too dark to see is always dangerous, but not just in science
fiction movies. Too small or too dark to see is like the dust storms in Mars…they can kill.
Why we use: #MoreDustStormsOnMars
The projects to SEE then REDUCE the dangerous uses a machine the size of a
souped-up coffee machine. That souped-up coffee machine is what we require to:
•
•
•

GIVE CLEAN WATER: to help reduce children dying from drinking water
containing heavy metals;
BRING LIGHT TO THE MILITARY: to help reduce the likelihood of military
personnel on the ground from dying;
HELP FIX SPINAL CORD INJURIES: for our Phase I in fixing spinal cord
injuries.

These diverse projects use the same souped-up coffee machine. It’s why we need help
now.
Watch the video created in-house for this important project here at this crowdfunding
site or on YouTube:
MORE DUST STORMS ON MARS: ONE MACHINE = MANY GLOBAL PROJECTS

Who Are We?
We are Global Health Science Institute, an emerging 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization focusing on human diseases and injuries. We are located in the southwest
United States, and our internet home is www.GlobalHealthScienceInstitute.org. We are
the satos―the mutts―of science, and we will never be a mega non-profit where your
donated funds are wasted on:
• $100,000.00 per month on AdWords [use SpyFu.com to see that data
from mega non-profits]; and
• outside ad/fundraising agencies.
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Global Health Science Institute also does not:
• use radioactive material…it’s why we created RADIOACTIVE FREE
ZONE;
• experiment on animals…it’s why we created LAB ANIMAL FREE ZONES;
and
• keep Intellectual Property developed from patient samples…it’s why we
created NO BIOLOGICAL SLAVERY.
YOUR help is needed for this crowdfunding project to obtain that souped-up coffee
maker…an EMBER 3D printer.
1. This 3D printer uses liquid instead of sticks―for a better small-size
resolution.
2. With this 3D printer, users can create their own liquid―to exceed the
capabilities of the machine’s original designers.
3. This 3D printer also operates using open-source software for global
collaborations.
We have 4 partnership levels to cover all levels of enthusiasm for you, your
friends, and your organization! See those levels at:
http://www.globalhealthscienceinstitute.org/moreduststormsonmars.html
Plus, ALL PARTNERSHIP LEVELS are tax-deductible, as GLOBAL HEALTH SCIENCE
INSTITUTE is a 501(c)(3) organization.
With many thanks.
Sincerely,

Richard
Richard Guadalupe McDonald, Ph.D.
Founder/Director & Principal Research Scientist
Global Health Science Institute
Decorated U.S. Army Veteran
Recipient of several National Institutes of Health Fellowships
Global Health Science Institute is a registered Vetrepreneur
organization

At the Forbes Healthcare Summit in New York:
“The real reason we’re not liked, in my opinion, is because we as an industry have used
price increases to cover up the gaps in innovation. That’s just a fact.” Leonard Schleifer,
CEO, Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc
[Bloomberg News; December 1, 2016]
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